
Angela Lannen 

President, LAMS Chapter of BetterInvesting 

president@lams.betterinvesting.net 

 

Take advantage of the opportunity to drive to the BetterInvesting National  
Conference (BINC) to be held June 23-26 in Dallas.  There is something for everyone, 
whether you have just gotten into investing or have been in the market a long time: 

 

Beginner Series introduces beginning investors to BetterInvesting methodology. 

 

Beyond Beginner Series is designed for the intermediate investor with a working  
understanding of the Stock Selection Guide tool.  Participants will work in small groups. 

 

Technical Fusion Series melds fundamental stock analysis with the power of technical 
analysis.   

 

Investing for High-Net-Worth-Individuals will address the issues and opportunities of 
investors with $1 million or higher portfolios. 

 

My experience is that at every BINC you will learn something new to improve your  
portfolio.  All the speakers and staff are very accessible and willing to share.  People like 
to chat about what stocks they are buying.  All very friendly and fun, and yet productive 
and profitable.   

 

Again, it’s within driving distance from our Chapter. What an opportunity!   Needless to 
say, there’s plenty of great dining and shopping in Dallas. 

 

For more information, go to www.BetterInvesting.org/BINC, or read the articles about 
BINC in the BetterInvesting magazine. And do let us know if you are going, so that we 
can meet up. 

 

See you at BINC! 

 

Many happy returns, 

 

Angela Lannen 
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Education 
SSG Rules of ThumbSSG Rules of ThumbSSG Rules of Thumb   

We’ll be running a series of rules of thumb for doing SSGs.  These are all designed to help 
beginning investors make decisions while working on SSGs.  They’re also meant to help 
keep beginning investors from making big mistakes in judgement that can wind up costing 
them money by helping keep decisions within conservative guidelines.  And they’re also very 
good reminders for more experienced SSG users to help keep judgements more sensible.  
As more experience comes, an investor can feel more comfortable varying these rules of 
thumb.  As Ellis Traub used to say, “experience is your license to break the rules.”   It’s  
always good to keep these basic rules of thumb in mind. 

 

1) Require at Least Five Years History (Ten is Best) – If the stock does not have at least five 
years of history stop the study and find another candidate to study.  The reason, a lot of the  
judgment (estimating the future) that we apply to a stock study is based upon the company’s  
history.  More history is better and most business cycles are 5 years or less so by requiring five 
years of history, we can see how well the business has been doing. 

And it only makes sense that the more history that is plotted on the first page of the SSG the            
more meaningful will be the trend of the lines on the graph.  With only two or three years of  
history it’s much more difficult to gauge how the next five years of growth might go than if there 
are five to ten years on the graph.       

 

2) Require Up, Straight and Parallel – This BetterInvesting mantra is the heart of the  
BetterInvesting way of investing.  If the lines on the graph are going up from left to right that  
indicates a growth company, the kind of company we’re looking for.  The steeper the lines the 
faster the company is growing sales and earnings.  The straighter the lines the more consistent 
the growth.  And the more parallel the lines the more consistent the relationships among the 
sales, pre-tax profits, and EPS growth rates.  These are all indications of the quality of the  
company according to BetterInvesting standards. 

With more experience we can glean even more information from how the lines relate to each  
other.  We’ll also notice that the closer the SSG is to this ideal of up, straight, and parallel, the 
more sought after are these stocks by the investing community.    

It stands to reason that a company that has been able to grow sales and earnings steadily in the 
past will more likely be able to continue this growth over the next five years than a company with 
more erratic growth.  And we’ll also be able to project growth with more confidence.  

(to be continued) 
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Support for Clubs 

Directors in the LAMS Chapter can use GoToMeeting to allow  
participants to discuss various investment topics. Email us at  
conact@lams.betterinvesting.net to schedule a visit from one or more of 
our directors.  Topics could range from club operations to issues related 
to stock studies. Club members decide. 

NAIC/BetterInvesting Town HallNAIC/BetterInvesting Town HallNAIC/BetterInvesting Town Hall      

BetterInvesting held a Town Hall meeting for chapter directors 
and volunteers on January 22, 2022.  The purpose of the Town 
Hall meeting it to update volunteers on the state of  
BetterInvesting.   

The meeting was opened by Dennis Genord who introduced 
Cy Lynch, the new Chairman of the Board of Directors.  Cy is a 
popular educator at BI events and he writes the “Growth 
Stock Outlook” column in BetterInvesting Magazine. 

Cy explained the relationships among the Board of Directors, 
Home Office (including ICLUB Central), The BetterInvesting  
Volunteer Advisory Board (BIVAB, or BIVA Board), Chapter  
Boards and Volunteers, and BetterInvesting members.   

After his brief talk Cy introduced BI CEO Ken Zendel.  Ken reported on the state of the organization.  
He explained the effects of COVID 19 on BetterInvesting and how we fared 
better than other organizations and businesses.    

Ken said that there was an increase in individual membership for the  
second year in a row during the pandemic.  There were also more new 
clubs added in April of 2021 since at least the last 13 years. 

A member satisfaction survey showed that the vast majority of members 
are satisfied or very satisfied.  The vast majority of members also use their 
memberships at least monthly, yearly, or daily.   

Ken concluded by going over some changes in the organization designed to 
solidify the foundation.  

Cy Lynch, new Chairman of 

the Board of Directors. 

CEO Ken Zendel 

mailto:contact@lams.betterinvesting.com
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First Cut Challenge ResultsFirst Cut Challenge ResultsFirst Cut Challenge Results   

BetterInvesting announced the results of the 2021 First Cut Challenge.  The results were presented at a  
volunteer training webinar in February.  For the contest the 44 chapters were divided into small, medium, 
and large categories according to the number of BetterInvesting members in each chapter.   

Each size category was given a First Cut goal.  Each chapter that reached its goal was awarded $50.  First,   
second, third, and fourth place winners in each size category earned extra cash awards.  Fourth place winners 
got an extra $50; third place got an extra $75; second place got $100 more; and first place got an extra $150. 

Our LAMS Chapter fell into the small chapter size and our goal was to submit two First Cuts during the year.  
We competed against 12 other chapters. 

The results for our size category were: 

 4th place—South Carolina -- $50 (5 First Cuts) 

 3rd place—LAMS -- $75 (6 First Cuts) 

 2nd place—Portland -- $100 (9 First Cuts) 

 1st place—Houston -- $150 (15 First Cuts) 

Our Chapter submitted six First Cuts, one by the Model Club and five others by individuals.  In total our  
Chapter earned $125 from the First Cut Challenge to add to our treasury.  We thank all who submitted First 
Cuts and helped the LAMS Chapter.  Looks like we’ll be competing in the Medium category this year.  Our 
First Cut goal will be three First Cuts.  So we’ll have some stiff competition with sixteen other chapters.  But 
we should be able to give them a good race. 

Here are a couple of ideas to consider.  Do a team 
First Cut.  Some of the submissions in 2021 were 
by teams who studied a company together.  Some 
were by clubs, some by chapters, and some by a 
couple of BI members who just analyzed a stock 
together. 

Another idea that the Model Club will try.  Since 
members take turns presenting companies to the 
Club, one or two per month, we’ll encourage 
members to fill out a First Cut for each of those 
presented stocks for submitting for the First Cut 
Challenge.  All BetterInvesting members and clubs 
can benefit by having a wide variety of First Cuts 
to peruse for stock study ideas.  That’s the whole 
point of the First Cut Challenge. 

“It’s worth reminding ourselves from time to time that gyrations in a stock 

price may tell us absolutely nothing about the prospects of the company  

involved.” — Peter Lynch 

BIVA Board member Mary Ann Rentsch attended the January    
LAMS Board meeting to take a picture of the online meeting for  
presenting prizes for the First Cut Challenge at the volunteer  
training webinar. 

https://novelinvestor.com/investors/a-collection-of-articles-by-peter-lynch/
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2022 First Cut Challenge Rules2022 First Cut Challenge Rules2022 First Cut Challenge Rules   

Purpose: To provide BetterInvesting with quality First Cut stock studies and to provide chapter  
treasuries with remuneration for their volunteers’ work. 

When: This challenge will run from January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022. Winnings will be 
paid in February 2023. 

Challenge Rules: 

1. Each chapter has been assigned their “Fair Share” of First Cuts to be submitted from their chapter 
membership based on the number of active volunteers on their chapter’s Volunteer Roster as of the 
start of CY2022. Chapters that do not meet their “Fair Share” will not be eligible for any General or 
Awards payments as described below 

2. Any chapter member may contribute First Cuts. First Cuts published on BetterInvesting’s First Cut 
webpage are credited to the Chapter’s “Fair Share” total count. (The First Cut submission form is 
found by clicking the “Find Great Stocks” tab and then choosing “First Cuts”. Directions for           
submission information are also at that location.) 

3. Completed First Cut studies are to be submitted to BetterInvesting according to template  
instructions. First Cuts that are submitted by December 15, 2022 and published on the BI First Cut 
webpage between January 1 and December 31, 2022 count for credit in this First Cut Challenge  
initiative. 

4. If members from more than one chapter collaborate in submitting a FC, only the chapter to which 
the first-listed author of the first cut submission will receive credit.  

5. The goal of the First Cut Stock Study Challenge is to provide members with new ideas of stocks to 
study. Therefore, only 1 First Cut Stock Study will be credited to the chapter if an author writes more 
than one FC study on the same company in a year. 

6. General Payment: Once a chapter meets its “Fair Share” of published First Cut stock studies in 
2022, the chapter is eligible for a one-time payment of $50 in February, 2023. 

7. Awards Payment: In addition to the general payment, awards will be given to the chapters who 
most exceed their “Fair Share” of First Cuts. Awards will be based on the percentage of First Cut 
stock studies published in excess of the chapter’s Fair Share goal. Chapters have been divided into 
small, medium and large chapters based on the number of chapter volunteers as of the start of  
CY-2022. First place in each category will earn an extra $150, second place will earn an extra $100, 
third place will earn an extra $75 and 4th place will earn $50. All to be paid in February 2023. In the 
event of a tie, the chapter whose First Cuts were submitted to Better Investing earlier will win.   
Judges decisions will be final. 

 

Please consider helping the Chapter by submitting First Cuts.  There are many benefits to sending 
one in.  It adds to BI’s list of SSG studies available to members and helps newer members learn how 
we do SSGs.  It helps sharpen our SSG skills by getting us to think in an orderly fashion when  
studying a stock.  It helps our Chapter pay expenses.  Submitting a First Cut as a club can be a real  
learning experience for your whole club, especially newer members.  Don’t worry about making  
mistakes.  A BI staff member will review your First Cut and if needed, discuss with you anything that 
might need clarifying. You can download a First Cut Stock Report Template here: 

First Cut Stock Report Template  

 

https://www.betterinvesting.org/getattachment/members/learning-center/worksheets/FirstCutReport-20200507.docx?lang=en-US


The Louisiana/Mississippi Model Club is a working investment club that 
uses real money and is made up of LAMS chapter directors and        
BetterInvesting members. Meetings are conducted online using             
GoToWebinar and guests are invited to attend to see how a  
BetterInvesting club operates.  We usually have an education segment. 

Disclaimer: Stocks mentioned are for educational purposes only. No Investment recommendation is intended. 

January:  The Club studied Skyworks Solutions (SWKS), a manufacturer of semiconductors.  Then  
stockwatchers gave updates on Universal Display (OLED), Bank OZK (OZK), Edwards Lifesciences (EW),  
Vertex (VRTX), and Adobe (ADBE).   

The Model Club voted to do some rebalancing of the portfolio.  Some shares of the largest holding, Tractor 
Supply (TSCO) were sold to add to Universal Display (OLED).  The Club also voted to buy Skyworks Solutions 
(SWKS).  

The education segment was an  explanation of the PEG ratio, how it’s calculated, and how it’s used. 

February:  The Club took a look at Intuitive Surgical (ISRG), which makes the robotic Da Vinci surgical  
system, and Winnebago Industries (WGO), manufacturer of recreational vehicles.   Stockwatchers reviewed 
and updated some of the Club’s holdings. The Club considered selling Meta/Facebook (FB), but the motion 
failed by one vote.  Then the Club added to its Skyworks (SWKS) position. 

For the education segment the Club reviewed some slides from a StockUp presentation by Craig Braemer 
about trimming vs. selling. 

March:  The Club took another look at Five Below (FIVE), a retail store company that targets teens and     
pre-teens.  Stockwatchers reviewed companies that have recently reported fourth quarter results.  The  
Model Club voted to add to its Adobe (ADBE) and Skyworks (SWKS) positions. 

The education segment was about understanding BetterInvesting jargon, those business terms that we hear 
a lot. 

The Model Club plans to study one to two new stocks each month.  Members will take turns presenting a 
stock of his/her choice.  The Club will also review current holdings that have recently reported quarterly 
earnings.  In addition, the Club has an education segment at each meeting. 

You’re invited to attend a Model Club meeting to see the club in action. You’re also invited to forward the 
contact information to your club members and friends who might be interested in learning about  
investment clubs or investing the BI way. Meetings are normally held on the first Monday of the month at 
7:30 pm (second Monday if there’s a Holiday conflict). For the next three months they will be on April 4,  

May 2, and June 6. 

We use GoToWebinar for meetings.  To attend please register ahead of time 
at:  
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1619421603312443149 .                          
You can also dial in using your phone: 1 (646) 749-3131.                                                 
Enter Access Code: 944-996-925.  If you’d like more information about the 
Model Club or about attending a meeting you can contact  
Eric Resweber, Secretary, at               eresweber@gmail.com. 
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LaMs Model Club ReportLaMs Model Club ReportLaMs Model Club Report   
by Eric Resweber, Club Secretaryby Eric Resweber, Club Secretaryby Eric Resweber, Club Secretary   

LAMS Model Club’s 
total return as of  3/18/22 

18.84% 
VFINX 14.77% 

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1619421603312443149
mailto:eresweber@gmail.com
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“You always pass failure on your way to success.” —
Actor Mickey Rooney 

Stock Picking Contest UpdateStock Picking Contest UpdateStock Picking Contest Update   
Here are all the stocks that have been entered in our LAMS Stock Picking Contest.  This  
interesting list makes a really good source of stock study ideas.  Enjoy! 

Disclaimer:  These stocks are mentioned for educational purposes only.  No investment  
recommendation is intended.  Perform your own stock studies. 
 

 

3M Company   MMM  Factset    FDS  NVIDIA   NVDA 

A2 Milk Company ACOPY  Five Below   FIVE  Ollie’s Bargain  OLLI 

Abbvie   ABBV  Ford    F  ONEOK Inc.  OKE 

Adobe Systems  ADBE  Fortinet    FTNT  Paychex  PAYX 

AeroVironment  AVAV  Generac   GNRC  Pepsi   PEP 

Airbnb   ABNB  Gravity    GRVY  Pfizer   PFE 

Alphabet (Google) GOOG  Green Brick Partners  GRBK  Pool Corp.  POOL 

Alphabet (Google) GOOGL  Intel    INTC  Price T. Rowe  TROW 

Amazon.com  AMZN  Int’l Money Express  IMXI  Pure Cycle        PCYO 

AppFolio  APPF  Intuitive Surgical  ISRG  Royal Caribbean RCL 

Apple   APPL  iShares Core US Growth ETF IUSG  Sanderson Farms SAFM 

Axon Enterprise Co. AXON  Jazz Pharmaceuticals  JAZZ  Schwab Charles  SCHW 

Berkshire Hathaway B BRK-B  JD.com    JD  Skyworks Solutions SWKS 

Bitcoin   BTC  Johnson & Johnson  JNJ  Steel Dynamics  STLD 

BlackRock  BLK  Kirkland Lake Gold  KL  Superior Group  SGC 

Blackstone Group BX  LCI Industries   LCII  Taiwan Semi.  TSM 

Boeing   BA  LGI Homes   LGIH  Tesla Motors  TSLA 

Boston Beer  SAM  Lockheed Martin  LMT  Tractor Supply  TSCO 

Boston Scientific BSX  M/I Homes   MHO  Ulta Beauty  ULTA 

Carnival Corp.  CCL  Microsoft   MSFT  United Natural Foods UNFI 

ChargePoint  CHPT  Moderna   MRNA  Universal Display OLED 

Chewy, Inc.  CHWY  Morgan Stanley Insight Fund CPOAX  Universal Forest UFPI 

Concentrix  CNXC  Netflix    NFLX  Upstart   UPST 

Corsair Gaming  CRSR  NIKE    NKE  Visa   V 

Discover Financial DFS  Nintendo   NTDOY  Vital Farms  VITL 

Disney (Walt)  DIS  NIO    NIO  Wal-Mart  WMT 

DropBox  DBX  Northern Power Systems NPS  World Fuel Services INT 

Enphase Energy  ENPH  Norwegian Cruise  NCLH  Yum! Brands  YUM     

Facebook  FB  NV5 Global   NVEE     WKHSS 
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Roundup 2022Roundup 2022Roundup 2022   

Our next Chapter Roundup and annual election meeting are in the planning 
stages.  They will be held virtually again this year using GoToWebinar and will 
be in conjunction with our Chapter’s Model Investment Club meeting on  
Monday, August 1 at 7:30 PM.  The annual election meeting is required by  
BetterInvesting to elect Chapter Directors and will be a very short meeting at 
the start of the Roundup.  Please make plans to attend to support our Chapter.  
More details of the Roundup will be in the July newsletter. 

 Happy AnniversaryHappy AnniversaryHappy Anniversary 
Congratulations to these eight LAMS Chapter clubs.  

BetterInvesting awards certificates to clubs when they reach 

increments of five years as BI clubs. All these clubs have been 

around awhile.  Certificates go to:  

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

Most investors want to do today what they should have done yesterday. -Larry Summers 

Years ClubName City 

25  Dixie Dow's Investment Club  Metairie, LA 

25  Class One Investors, LLC  Baton Rouge, LA 

25  Ladies Lagniappe Investment Club  Slidell, LA 

25  Everyday Investment Club  Jackson, MS 

25  Krewe of Kash Investment Club  Mandeville, LA 

30  Bayou D'Inde Investment Club  Lake Charles, LA 

35  Profit Seekers Investment Club  Lafayette, LA 

50  Orbit Association Investment Club  Metairie, LA 



New Chapter Members:  The Louisiana/Mississippi Chapter got six new members last quarter.  A club in 

Baton Rouge, LA has a new BetterInvesting member.  A club in DeRidder, LA has three new members.  We 
have new individual members in Carriere, MS and Gulfport, MS.  We welcome all our new members. 

Stock Discussion Series:  The South Region of BetterInvesting (which includes our LAMS Chapter) is  

presenting a series of stock studies this year.  The first was held on March 15 and the featured company was 

Universal Forest Products (UFPI).  It was led by Ionnie McNeill, the current president of the South Florida 

Chapter and a member of the NAIC Board of Directors. The second presentation will be on July 19 and the 

third will be on November 15.  If you haven’t already registered you can do so at this link:  

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6810606340843336203                                                                    

The one registration is good for all the presentations.  

BINC in Dallas June 23-26:  Let’s have a big Southern showing at the 2022 BetterInvesting’s 70th  

National Convention. The guiding principles that lead to sound long term investing will be taught in over 60 
classes throughout the weekend. Choose those that fit your level of investing. Special gatherings such as 
“Let’s Talk Stocks” and Corporate Presentations will give you a list of stock ideas to follow up on.  Link to BINC 
registration and hotel accommodations can be found at  
BetterInvesting 70th National Convention | BINC 2022 | Better Investing. 

Club Portfolio Reviews at BINC:  Looking for your 15 minutes of fame? Going to BINC? If the answers 

are yes and yes, consider submitting your club portfolio for a Live Repair Shop class! Repair Shop author and 
investment professional Scott Horsburgh will be reviewing portfolios at this year’s convention. Please send a 
recent valuation statement, a brief description about your club and its history, and contact information to 
jaegerdeane@gmail.com. 

  

Please make sure all your club members get a copy of the Newsletter.  If anyone needs help 
subscribing just email us at contact@lams.betterinvesting.net .  We’ll be glad to help. 

FYI: 

LaMs Chapter is on the Web! 

https://www.betterinvesting.org/chapters/lams 

These are your volunteer Louisiana/Mississippi 

Chapter directors. 

Angela Lannen, DeRidder, LA 

Kaye Clingan, Jackson, MS 

Eric Resweber, Zachary, LA 

Joe Farrell, Jackson, MS 

Dennis Malcolm, Lafayette, LA 

David Arnold, Hattiesburg, MS 

Jimmy Stewart, Jackson, MS 

 

If you have a question about BetterInvesting, 

investment clubs, or investing in general, contact a 

director near you at contact@lams.betterinvesting.net 

We’re here to help. 

“Selling winners to ‘protect’ 
your gains is like cutting the 
blooms off your flowers and 
letting the weeds grow in your 
garden.”—Doug Gerlach 

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6810606340843336203
https://www.betterinvesting.org/learn-about-investing/our-events/national-convention
mailto:jaegerdeane@gmail.com
mailto:contact@lams.betterinvesting.net?subject=%20
https://www.betterinvesting.org/chapters/lams
mailto:contact@lams.betterinvesting.net

